When you head out on your search you must go to a cone - underneath the cone is an animal - look carefully and then put the cone back on top. You must then travel to a different cone - but when you travel you must pretend to be the animal that you saw under the first cone.

When you arrive at your next cone have a look underneath it - if it is the same animal as the first cone pick them both up before you go back to your team. If it is a different animal place the cone and travel back to your team. Animals can only be collected in pairs.

Can you find the matching animals??

There is an emergency!!
The animals have escaped from the Zoo! They are believed to be hiding nearby. The Zoo has asked for help!
The Zoo are looking for people that can move like the animals, people that can remember where individual animals may be hiding, people who can use clues to find them!

Can you help return the animals to the Zoo?

Learning
To be able to take it in turns and turn over only two cones per go!
To be able to remember and replicate correct animal movements as they move between cones
To be aware of others as they move to remember where particular animals are hidden
To observe others and use movement clues to work out where other animals might be hiding

When you head out on your search you must go to a cone - underneath the cone is an animal - look carefully and then put the cone back on top. You must then travel to a different cone - but when you travel you must pretend to be the animal that you saw under the first cone.

When you arrive at your next cone have a look underneath it - if it is the same animal as the first cone pick them both up before you go back to your team. If it is a different animal place the cone and travel back to your team. Animals can only be collected in pairs.

Can you find the matching animals??

You must take it in turns to go out and try and find the animals - wait in line, watch the searchers and see if you can use the clues to help when it is your go!

Which team will find the most pairs of animals for the Zoo?